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CIRRO S

CIRRO S-W

Specifically Designed
The Cirro S and Cirro S-W pads have been specifically designed 
for Giordana's new top-of-the-line bibs and shorts.  The pairing 
of these two new technologies brings you bibs and shorts that 
stay in place and require no adjustment while in the saddle, 
allowing you to ride in comfort and concentrate on the open 
road, not your short and chamois.

Aloe Vera Technology
The thickness of the chamois varies to uniquely support 
each area of the body that touches the saddle and is 14mm 
at its maximum. The uppermost layer utilizes an all-way 
stretch microfiber that incorporates Aloe Vera. The Aloe is 
permanently infused into the threads of the microfiber during 
the manufacturing process, using Nano technology. The 
integrated Aloe cools, protects and can even promote healing 
while you are in the saddle. In addition, Aloe Vera is a natural 
defender against bacteria. 

Four Layer Construction
Below this uppermost layer is a 3mm thick open cell foam that 
aids in ventilation and perspiration management by moving 
moisture away from the skin to the outside of the short where 
it can evaporate rapidly. Underneath the upper layers is a highly 
ventilated 4mm thick, 120 density, open cell memory foam 
which is fused to the upper 3mm of foam. The final layer is 
a 7mm nonabsorbent memory foam that further aids in the 
movement of moisture to the outer most layer where it can 
evaporate. 

Copa Mondiale
The Cirro S features the Copa Mondiale, a recessed area 
located at the top of the chamois, allowing the user to be 
supported by a soft layer of microfiber.

NEW CIRRO S and CIRRO S-W
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THE NEXT GENERATION OF 
WINTER CYCLING APPAREL

The all-new Giordana Winter Line carries Giordana’s Next Generation initiative into winter apparel. Now taking 
full advantage of having its own factory, Giordana has created an entirely new innovative winter line centered on 
performance and comfort. Every piece is conceived to deliver the highest performance, for not only particular 
temperature ranges and weather conditions, but also taking into account the intensity level of the athlete’s 
activity. Regulating core temperature (CT) is the key to optimal performance. A jacket that causes one rider to 
overheat may leave another shivering during the same ride. Exertion level plays a major role in CT regulation 
and Giordana has factored this into the creation of every garment in this new winter line. 

Combining lightweight, durable and form-fi tting materials with breathable membranes and DWR water-repellent 
treatments allowed Giordana to develop high performance garments that contour to the body and aid in core 
temperature regulation to optimize performance and comfort. Working closely with eVent®, the technologies 
in the 2016/17 Winter Collection have revolutionized products by delivering unmatched air permeability and 
uncompromising durability through better technology and this partnership has enhanced every collection. 

The all-new Acqua+Vento™, G-Shield™, Fusion and Sosta Collections provide the new pinnacle for warmth, 
comfort, performance and style in winter cycling apparel for cyclists of all levels and disciplines.3

the technology is microscopic.

the difference is huge.

#LetTheSweatOut

Direct Venting™ technology

engineered to keep you
in the “dry zone”
A steady state of temperature and humidity that 
reduces the swings our bodies go through to stay 
in balance during physical exertion. The result is 
that you’ll spend more time performing at your 
best and less time fussing with your gear.

What is eVent®?

breathable shelter
from the storm.
In 1999 eVent revolutionized the waterproof/
breathable category with the introduction of 
an air permeable and waterproof membrane: a 
“dry system”that instantly vents the moisture that 
typically builds up inside your garments as you 
sweat.

Our proprietary waterproof and windproof 
membranes feature billions of microscopic 
pores that allow sweat to quickly evaporate to 
the outside, keeping you dry on the inside and 
performing at your best.

www.eventfabrics.com

PU

Exclusive European distributor
www.itttai.com

eVent Fabrics is a trademark of BHA Altair, LLC
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A full range of climate specific jackets defines this 
all-new Giordana collection. Each jacket has  a des-
ignated level of warmth, protection, and garment 
weight to provide optimal performance in specific 
weather conditions while taking rider preference 
into account. All the new jackets are tailored to 
be as aerodynamic and form fitting as possible. 
The resulting assortment of options gives cyclists 
around the world a choice of high performance, 
winter garment systems to suit their environmen-
tal and personal comfort zones.
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A+V Extreme Winter Jacket
Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV Extreme is an incredibly lightweight jacket that provides the 
ultimate in warmth and protection from the elements. Utilizing three 
independent layers, the wind and waterproof AV Extreme is designed to 
keep you comfortable in extreme cold and inclement weather and during 
high intensity training allowing maximum breathability. When riding at a 
lower intensity it can be combined with an appropriate base layer and/or 
jersey to extend its usability.

The external shell of the AV Extreme Jacket uses eVent® DV Alpine™, a wind 
and waterproof membrane featuring eVent’s Direct Venting™ technology. 
Specifically engineered to keep you in the ‘dry zone’, a steady state of core 
temperature and humidity, DV Alpine™ controls the wild swings your body 
goes through to stay in balance during hard efforts in extreme conditions. 

The Polartec® Alpha 60 mid layer, originally developed for the U.S. Special 
Forces, provides superior heat retention and moisture management while 
the innermost layer suppors the outer layers and pulls moisture away from 
the body.

Who's it for?
For the rider who trains through the coldest winter months with frequent 
intense interval efforts and demands an aerodynamic, lightweight, and 
breathable jacket. The Aqua+Vento Extreme Winter Jacket is for any cyclist 
looking to maintain comfort in cold and wet winter weather.

DWR Treatment
The entire outer surface of the jacket receives a DWR treatment which adds an 
extra layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional 
surface tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment 
where it rolls off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
The outer layer of eVent® DV Alpine™ fabric is 100% breathable, waterproof 
and wind resistant due to the internal membrane that creates an impermeable 
barrier against the elements. eVent’s Direct Venting™ technology allows vapor to 
escape facilitating Core Temperature management by preventing overheating.

Heat Retention
The mid-layer throughout the entire jacket is Alpha 60™, a highly breathable 
micro fleece originally developed for the U.S. Special Forces, with heat 
retaining fibers. This allows the jacket to use the rider’s body heat to create 
an insulating pocket of air to help maintain optimal core temperature.

Winter Mesh
The innermost layer of the jacket is a mesh that works to support the outer 
layers. It pulls moisture away from the body where it can escape through 
the breathable outer layers.

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provides reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric. 

- Tall ergo collar forms to neck for protection
- 3 cargo and one waterproof zippered side pocket
- Pixel® reflective ducktail protects rider’s backside
- Additional hi-vis logo accents for visibility

7



GICW16-JCKT-AVEX-BKBK

ALL-NEW! A+V EXTREME
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-AVEX-YLBK
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Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV Extreme is an incredibly lightweight jacket that provides the 
ultimate in warmth and protection from the elements. Utilizing three 
independent layers, the wind and waterproof AV Extreme is designed to 
keep you comfortable in extreme cold and inclement weather and during 
high intensity training allowing maximum breathability. When riding at a 
lower intensity it can be combined with an appropriate base layer and/or 
jersey to extend its usability.

The external shell of the AV Extreme Jacket uses eVent® DV Alpine™, a wind 
and waterproof membrane featuring eVent’s Direct Venting™ technology. 
Specifically engineered to keep you in the ‘dry zone’, a steady state of core 
temperature and humidity, DV Alpine™ controls the wild swings your body 
goes through to stay in balance during hard efforts in extreme conditions. 

The Polartec® Alpha 60 mid layer, originally developed for the U.S. Special Forces, 
provides superior heat retention and moisture management while the innermost 
layer supports the outer layers and pulls moisture away from the body.

Who's it for?
For the rider who trains through the coldest winter months with frequent 
intense interval efforts and demands an aerodynamic, lightweight, and 
breathable jacket. The Aqua+Vento Extreme Winter Jacket is for any cyclist 
looking to maintain comfort in cold and wet winter weather.

DWR Treatment
The entire outer surface of the jacket receives a DWR treatment which adds an 
extra layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional 
surface tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment 
where it rolls off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
The outer layer of eVent® DV Alpine™ fabric is 100% breathable, waterproof 
and wind resistant due to the internal membrane that creates an impermeable 
barrier against the elements. eVent’s Direct Venting™ technology allows vapor to 
escape facilitating Core Temperature management by preventing overheating.

Heat Retention
The mid-layer throughout the entire jacket is Alpha 60™, a highly breathable 
micro fleece originally developed for the U.S. Special Forces, with heat 
retaining fibers. This allows the jacket to use the rider’s body heat to create 
an insulating pocket of air to help maintain optimal core temperature.

Winter Mesh
The innermost layer of the jacket is a mesh that works to support the outer 
layers. It pulls moisture away from the body where it can escape through 
the breathable outer layers.

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provides reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric. 

- Tall ergo collar forms to neck for protection
- 3 cargo and one waterproof zippered side pocket
- Pixel® reflective ducktail protects rider’s backside
- Additional hi-vis logo accents for visibility

Women's A+V 
Extreme Winter Jacket
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ALL-NEW! WOMEN’S A+V
EXTREME WINTER JACKET

GICW16-WJCK-AVEX-BKBK
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Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV 300 Jacket provides superior heat retention, moisture management, 
a full range of motion, and most importantly protection from wind and 
water on those brutal winter days.

The AV 300 is a 3-layer laminate jacket that provides maximum warmth 
and protection from the elements. It is designed to keep you warm during 
low power training and the coldest days. When riding at lower intensity 
the body produces less heat making it imperative to have a warm jacket in 
order to maintain optimal Core Temperature.

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles in the coldest winter conditions putting in base 
miles and light interval efforts and demands an aerodynamic and lightweight 
jacket to keep warm on those brutal winter days.

DWR Treatment
The entire outer surface of the jacket receives a DWR treatment which adds 
an extra layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates 
additional surface tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of 
the garment where they roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate 
the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
eVent® DVstretch™ is a triple layer fabric with a 100% breathable and 
windproof membrane sandwiched between the DWR treated face fabric 
and a printed micro-fleece lining. The result is an impermeable barrier 
against the elements. The membrane’s Direct Venting™ breathability 
allows moisture vapor to escape instantly facilitating Core Temperature 
management by preventing overheating. The AV 300 has great elasticity to 
ensure a perfect, non-constricting performance fit.

Heat Retention
The inner layer throughout the entire jacket is a low loft micro-fleece with 
heat retaining fibers. This allows the jacket to trap the rider’s own body heat 
creating an insulating air pocket to help maintain optimal core temperature.

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provide reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric.  
Additional reflective logos increase visibility in low light conditions.

- Aggressive ergonomic fit 
- Tall, micro-fleece lined ergo collar forms to neck to protect against the elements
- 3 cargo and one zippered side pocket
- Soft Super Roubaix lined double cuff
- Pixel® reflective ducktail protects rider’s backside from tire spray
- Additional hi-vis logos and Pixel® reflective accents for visibility

A+V 300 Winter Jacket

11



GICW16-JCKT-A300-BKBK

ALL-NEW! A+V 300
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-A300-BLBK
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A+V 200 Winter JacketA+V 200 Winter Jacket
Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV 200 Jacket is a mid-weight model that follows the form of the warmer 
and heavier AV 300. It includes many of the same signature features, a high 
collar, long tail, and lots of Pixel® reflectivity. A lighter backed windproof material 
on the chest and the sleeves provides heat retention and moisture management 
plus the wind and water resistance of the AV 300. Designed for slightly milder 
winter days, the AV 200 can be used in a wide range of temperatures.

The back of the AV 200 is the mid-weight, water repellant Acqua Zero Eco® 
treated Thunderbike™ fabric. This new version provides more protection, 
repels water and has a very low absorption rate so it retains less water and 
therefore remains lighter than untreated fabrics. Even when soaked it retains 
its breathability aiding in efficient core temperature management. As with all 
Aqua+Vento jackets, the use is dependent on your intensity level. The AV 200 
Jacket is also available in a short sleeve version.

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles in milder winter conditions putting in base miles or intense 
interval efforts and demands an aerodynamic and lightweight cold weather jacket.

DWR Treatment
The front outer surface of the chest and sleeves receive a DWR treatment 
which adds an extra layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment 
creates additional surface tension suspending water beads to the outer 
fringe of the garment where they can roll off before having the opportunity 
to penetrate the fabric.

Shared Technology
Acqua Zero Eco™ treated fabric, derived from the water repellant G-Shield 
Collection, is used on the back and under arm panels. It provides more 
breathability and reduces overall weight. This time-tested fabric is low profile, 
hugs the body, and has a soft, smooth surface that is comfortable and warm.

Breathable Membrane
The outer layer is a triple layer fabric with a 100% breathable windproof and 
water resistant membrane sandwiched between the DWR treated face fabric 
and a printed lining. The result is an impermeable barrier against the elements. 
The membrane’s breathability allows moisture to escape, facilitating Core 
Temperature management by preventing overheating. The AV 200 has great 
elasticity to ensure a perfect, non-constricting performance fit.

Heat Retention
The element blocking membrane in the front of the jacket helps maintain 
optimal CT while the Thunderbike back allows more generated heat to escape. 
This helps to maintain a constant Core Temperature during rides in more 
moderate conditions. 

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provides reflectivity without sacrificing the breathability qualities of a fabric. 

- Tall, micro-fleece lined, ergo collar forms to neck to protect against the elements
- 3 cargo and one zippered side pocket
- Light elastic cuff 
- Long ducktail with Pixel™ reflectivity protects rider’s backside
- Additional hi-vis logos and Pixel™ reflective accents for visibility
- Tailoring and paneling system designed to fit a cyclist in the riding position

13



GICW16-JCKT-A200-BKBK

ALL-NEW! A+V 200
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-A200-ORBK 
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A+V 200 SHORT SLEEVE JACKET W/ 
G-SHIELD ARM WARMERS SHOWN

Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV 200 Short Sleeve Jacket provides heat retention, moisture management 
plus wind and water resistance similar to the AV 300 but for milder winter 
conditions. The AV 200 can be used in a wide range of temperatures through 
layering and, as with all Aqua+Vento jackets, its performance is dependent on 
your intensity level.

The AV 200 Short Sleeve Jacket is a mid-weight model that follows the form 
of the warmer and heavier Acqua+Vento jackets. It includes many of the 
same signature features, an eVent DVStretch™ shell, high collar, long tail, and 
lots of reflectivity. It differs from the AV 200 Long Sleeve Jacket in that it is 
a full membrane garment with a lighter weight version of DVStretch™ used 
throughout.

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles in milder winter conditions putting in base miles or intense 
interval efforts and demands an aerodynamic amd lightweight cold weather jacket.

DWR Treatment
The front outer surface of the chest and sleeves receive a DWR treatment 
which adds an extra layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment 
creates additional surface tension, suspending water beads to the outer 
fringe of the garment where they can roll off before having the opportunity 
to penetrate the fabric.

Shared Technology
Acqua Zero Eco™ treated fabric, derived from the water repellant G-Shield 
Collection, is used on the back and under arm panels. It provides more 
breathability and reduces overall weight. This time-tested fabric is low profile, 
hugs the body, and has a soft, smooth surface that is comfortable and warm.

Breathable Membrane
The outer layer of Event® DVStretch™ is a triple layer fabric with a breathable 
windproof water resistant membrane sandwiched between the DWR treated 
face fabric and a printed fleece lining. The result is an impermeable barrier 
against the elements. The membrane’s breathability allows moisture vapor 
to escape instantly facilitating Core Temperature management by preventing 
overheating. The AV 200 Short Sleeve Jacket has great elasticity to ensure a 
perfect, non-constricting performance fit.

Heat Retention
The element blocking membrane of the AV 200 Jacket helps maintain an optimal 
Core Temperature during rides in more moderate climates with inclement weather.

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provide reflectivity without sacrificing the breathability qualities of the fabric. 

- Tall ergo collar forms to the neck for protectection
- 3 cargo pockets and zippered side pocket
- Soft fabric cuff with elasticity
- Long reflective ducktail protects rider’s backside
- Hi-vis reflective logos and Pixel® reflective accents for visibility

A+V 200 Short Sleeve
Winter Jacket

15



GICW16-SSJK-A200-ORBK

ALL-NEW! A+V 200
SHORT SLEEVE WINTER JACKET

GICW16-SSJK-A200-BKBK
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LONG SLEEVE JACKET WITH G-SHIELD 
BIB SHORT SHOWN

Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV 100 H2O Jacket is a super lightweight jacket that can also double 
as a jersey for foul weather days. With a high collar, long tail, aggressive 
ergonomic fit and plenty of reflectivity it is unmistakably Aqua+Vento.

The AV 100 H2O shell is eVent’s 3-layer DVAlpine™ with sealed seams 
throughout making the jacket 100% wind and waterproof. The patented 
Direct Venting™ technology prevents overheating to help regulate the 
body’s Core Temperature.

The AV 100 H2O Jacket is also available in a short sleeve version.

Who's it for?
For the rider who trains in moderate temperatures and may encounter rain 
and wet conditions yet demands an aerodynamic lightweight formfitting 
jacket.

DWR Treatment
The entire jacket receives a DWR treatment, which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
it rolls off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
Direct Venting™, eVent® DVAlpine™ is a triple layer fabric with a 100% 
breathable and waterproof membrane sandwiched between the DWR 
treated face fabric and an ultra-light shear lining. The result is an impermeable 
barrier against the elements. The membrane’s Direct Venting™ breathability 
allows moisture vapor to escape instantly, facilitating CT management by 
preventing overheating.  The AV 100 H2O has great elasticity to ensure a 
perfect, non-constricting performance fit.

Heat Retention
The element blocking membrane helps to maintain a constant core 
temperature during rides in more moderate climbs.

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provide reflectivity without sacrificing the breathability qualities of a fabric. 

- Tall ergo collar forms to neck to protect
- 3 cargo a zippered side pocket
- Fully taped seams
- Light elastic cuff
- Long ducktail with Pixel™ reflectivity protects rider’s backside
- Additional hi-vis and Pixel™ reflective accents for visibility
- Tailoring and paneling system designed to fit a cyclist in the riding position

A+V 100 H20 Winter Jacket
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GICW16-JCKT-1H2O-BKBK 

GICW16-SSJK-1H2O-BKBK

ALL-NEW! A+V 100 H20
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-1H2O-YLBK

GICW16-SSJK-1H2O-YLBK

A+V 100 H20
Short Sleeve Winter Jacket
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A+V 100 Winter JacketA+V 100 Winter Jacket100 Winter Jacket

Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV 100 Jacket is a super lightweight windfront jacket that can 
double as a jersey on foul weather days. It follows the form of the other 
Acqua+Vento jackets including many of the same signature features. With a 
high collar, long tail, aggressive ergonomic fit and plenty of reflectivity it is 
unmistakably Aqua+Vento.

The shell is a 3-layer stretch fabric that is 100% waterproof, windproof 
and breathable. The back is water repellant Acqua Zero Eco® treated 
Thunderbike™. This new version of AZ provides more protection, repels 
water and has a very low absorption rate so it retains less water and 
therefore remains lighter than untreated fabrics. Even when soaked it 
retains its breathability aiding in efficient core temperature management.

Who's it for?
For the rider who trains in moderate winter temperatures and may encounter 
rain and wet conditions yet demands an aerodynamic super lightweight 
winter garment.

DWR Treatment
The entire jacket receives a DWR treatment, which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
it rolls off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
The front panels and sleeves utilize a triple layer fabric with a 100% 
breathable, windproof and waterproof membrane sandwiched between the 
DWR treated face fabric and an ultra-light, shear lining. The result is an 
impermeable barrier against the elements. The membrane’s breathability 
allows moisture vapor to escape, facilitating CT management by preventing 
overheating.

Shared Technology
Acqua Zero Eco™ treated fabric, derived from the water repellant G-Shield 
Collection, is used on the back and under arm panels. It provides more 
breathability and reduces overall weight. This time tested fabric is low 
profile, hugs the body, and has soft, smooth surface that is comfortable 
and warm.

Heat Retention
The element blocking membrane helps to maintain a constant core 
temperature during rides in more moderate climbs. 

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provide reflectivity without sacrificing the breathability qualities of a fabric. 

- Tall ergo collar forms to neck to protect
- 3 cargo and a zippered side pocket
- Light elastic cuff 
- Long ducktail with Pixel™ reflectivity protects rider’s backside
- Additional hi-vis and Pixel™ reflective accents for visibility
- Tailoring and paneling system designed to fit a cyclist in the riding position
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ALL-NEW! A+V 100
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-A100-YLBK

GICW16-JCKT-A100-BKBK
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Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV 100 Jacket is a super lightweight windfront jacket that can 
double as a jersey on foul weather days. It follows the form of the other 
Acqua+Vento jackets including many of the same signature features. With a 
high collar, long tail, aggressive ergonomic fit and plenty of reflectivity it is 
unmistakably Aqua+Vento.

The shell is a 3-layer stretch fabric that is 100% waterproof, windproof 
and breathable. The back is water repellant Acqua Zero Eco® treated 
Thunderbike™. This new version of AZ provides more protection, repels 
water and has a very low absorption rate so it retains less water and 
therefore remains lighter than untreated fabrics. Even when soaked it 
retains its breathability aiding in efficient core temperature management.

Who's it for?
For the rider who trains in moderate winter temperatures and may encounter 
rain and wet conditions yet demands an aerodynamic super lightweight 
winter garment.

DWR Treatment
The entire jacket receives a DWR treatment, which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
it rolls off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
The front panels and sleeves utilize a triple layer fabric with a 100% 
breathable, windproof and waterproof membrane sandwiched between the 
DWR treated face fabric and an ultra-light, shear lining. The result is an 
impermeable barrier against the elements. The membrane’s breathability 
allows moisture vapor to escape, facilitating CT management by preventing 
overheating.

Shared Technology
Acqua Zero Eco™ treated fabric, derived from the water repellant G-Shield 
Collection, is used on the back and under arm panels. It provides more 
breathability and reduces overall weight. This time tested fabric is low 
profile, hugs the body, and has soft, smooth surface that is comfortable 
and warm.

Heat Retention
The element blocking membrane helps to maintain a constant core 
temperature during rides in more moderate climbs. 

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provide reflectivity without sacrificing the breathability qualities of a fabric. 

- Tall ergo collar forms to neck to protect
- 3 cargo and a zippered side pocket
- Light elastic cuff 
- Long ducktail with Pixel™ reflectivity protects rider’s backside
- Additional hi-vis and Pixel™ reflective accents for visibility
- Tailoring and paneling system designed to fit a cyclist in the riding position

Women's A+V 
100 Winter Jacket
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ALL-NEW! A+V 100
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-WJCK-A100-BKYL
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Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The AV All-Weather Bib Tight is designed to pair with all the Acqua+Vento 
jackets. Utilizing the new water resistant Acqua Zero Eco™ Roubaix, it is 
ergonomically tailored to fit a rider in the cycling position. The new version 
of AZ provides more protection, repels water and has a very low absorption 
rate so it retain less water and therefore remains lighter than untreated 
fabrics. Even when soaked it retains its breathability aiding in efficient core 
temperature management.

A second membrane layer is strategically located over the thigh, knee, and 
upper shin areas. Placing wind resistant inserts in these strategic areas 
enhances the fit while preventing the bunching or wrinkling often associated 
with windfront tights.

Pixel™ reflective paneling in shin and ankle areas heighten visibility and 
protect from road spray. The front panel of the bib upper has a front zipper 
to simplify getting dressed as well as easing the burden when nature calls.

Super Roubaix with Aqua Zero
Acqua Zero Eco™ treated SuperRoubaix, derived from the water repellant 
G-Shield Collection, is used throughout. It provides more breathability and 
reduces overall weight. This time-tested fabric is low profile, hugs the body, 
and has a soft, smooth surface that is comfortable and warm.

Who's it for?
For the rider who trains in moderate temperatures and may encounter rain 
and wet conditions yet demands an aerodynamic lightweight aggressive fit.

Breathable Membrane
The front panels have a 100% breathable, windproof and waterproof membrane 
backing the Super Roubaix. The result is an impermeable barrier against the 
elements. The membrane's breathability allows moisture vapor to escape, 
facilitating Core Temperature management by preventing overheating.

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provide reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric. 
Additional reflective Giordana logos on both legs increase visibility in low 
light and inclement weather.

Cirro S Chamois
The Acqua+Vento Bib Tight uses the OmniForm™ Cirro S chamois featuring 
the Copa Mondiale, a recessed area sculpted at the top of the chamois for 
the male anatomy, allowing the user to be supported by a soft layer of micro 
fiber.

- Acqua Zero Eco™ treated SuperRoubaix for water repellency
- Zippered cuffs
- Pixel™ reflective panels on lower legs provides visibility and protection
- Additional reflective Giordana logos on both legs
- Cirro S Chamois with Aloe Vera Technology

A+V Bib Tight
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ALL-NEW! 
A+V BIB TIGHT

GICW16- INBT-ACVE-BKOR 

GICW16-INBT-ACVE-BLCK
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Extreme Comfort in Extreme Conditions

The Women’s AV All-Weather Bib Tight is designed to pair with the women’s 
Acqua+Vento jackets. Utilizing the new water resistant Acqua Zero Eco™ 
Roubaix, it is ergonomically tailored to fit a rider in the cycling position. The 
new version of AZ provides more protection. It repels water and has a very 
low absorption rate so it retains less water and therefore remains lighter 
than untreated fabrics. Even when soaked it retains its breathability aiding 
in efficient core temperature management.

A second membrane layer is strategically located over the thigh, knee, and 
upper shin areas. Placing the wind resistant inserts in these strategic areas 
enhances the fit while preventing the bunching or wrinkling often associated 
with windfront tights.

Pixel™ reflective paneling in shin and ankle areas heighten visibility and protect 
from road spray. Additional reflective logos on the thighs increase visibility.

The front panel of the bib upper covers the full upper body with a 30 cm 
zipper that opens to the waist.

Who's it for?
For the rider who trains in moderate temperatures and may encounter rain 
and wet conditions yet demands an aerodynamic lightweight aggressive fit.

Breathable Membrane
The front panels have a 100% breathable, windproof and waterproof membrane 
backing the Super Roubaix. The result is an impermeable barrier against the 
elements. The membrane's breathability allows moisture vapor to escape, 
facilitating Core Temperature management by preventing overheating. 

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provide reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric. 
Additional reflective logos on the thighs increase visibility in low light conditions.

Cirro S-W Chamois
The Acqua+Vento Women’s Bib Tight uses the OmniForm™ Cirro S-W 
Chamois designed to provide maximum comfort for women riders.

- Zippered cuffs
- 30 cm zipper that opens to the waist
- Pixel™ reflective panels on lower legs. Provides visibility and protection.
- Reflective Giordana branding
- Cirro S-W Chamois with Aloe Vera Technology

Women's A+V 
Bib Tight
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ALL-NEW! 
A+V BIB TIGHT

GICW16- WIBT-ACVE-BLCK
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Ride Through the Elements

The redesigned garments of the highly touted G-Shield Collection receive 
updated fabrics including the new, environmentally friendly Acqua Zero 
Eco™ water repellent treatment. This new version of AZ provides more 
protection and it allows the G-Shield clothing to repel water with a very 
low absorption rate so the garments retain less water and therefore remain 
lighter than untreated fabrics. Even when soaked the G-Shield garments 
retain their breathability aiding in efficient core temperature management

The contoured fit matches the rider’s body in the cycling position providing 
an aerodynamic, body-hugging fit suited for competition use in adverse 
conditions. The minimal panel construction of the G-Shield Collection also 
reduces the number of seams where moisture can infiltrate.

Visibility
Reflective accents created via a revolutionary new refractive fabric, Pixel®, 
provides reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric. 
The highly reflective Pixel™ material is added to all garments in the G-Shield 
Collection for high visibility in inclement weather and low light conditions.

Who's it for?
For the rider who trains in wet conditions or high precipitation climates with 
frequent intense interval efforts and demands aerodynamic, lightweight, 
warm and formfitting garments.

G-Shield Jersey
- Pairs perfectly with the new G-Shield Warmers and Bib Short 
- Ergo collar forms to protect the neck
- 3 cargo pockets 
- Acqua Zero Eco™ water repellent treatment
- Gusseted mesh pocket bottoms allow water to drain. 
- Large tooth zipper
- Long Pixel™ reflective ducktail protects rider’s backside

G-Shield Bib Short and Bib Tight
- 7.5 cm. Pixel™ reflective leg bands / ankle cuffs
- 1on1™ single seam construction for enhanced fit and added water resistance
- Low Pro 0™ ultra soft bib straps

Cirro S Chamois
The Acqua+Vento Bib and Tight uses the OmniForm™ Cirro S Chamois 
featuring the Copa Mondiale, a recessed area sculpted at the top of the 
chamois for the male anatomy allowing the user to be supported by a soft 
layer of microfiber

G-Shield Warmers
- Pairs perfectly with the new G-Shield jersey
- Double sided grippers at top prevent sagging
- Single seam construction for water resistance
- Reflective Pixel® cuffs

Redesigned 
G-SHIELD Collection
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ALL-NEW! 
G-SHIELD JERSEY

GICW16-SSJY-GSHI-BLCK
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ALL-NEW! A+V G-SHIELD 
BIB SHORT - Black

ALL-NEW! A+V G-SHIELD
BIB TIGHT - Black

GICW16-BIBS-GSHI-BLCK GICW16-BITI-GSHI-BLCK

ALL-NEW! A+V G-SHIELD 
BIB SHORT - Black w/ Orange Accents

GICW16-BIBS-GSHI-BKOR
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ALL-NEW! A+V G-SHIELD
BIB TIGHT - Black

GICW16-BITI-GSHI-BLCK

GICW16-LEGW-GSHI-BLCK

ALL-NEW! A+V G-SHIELD
BIB TIGHT - Black w/ Orange Accents

GICW16-BITI-GSHI-BKOR

GICW16-ARMW-GSHI-BLCK
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Ride In Style

Sosta is Italian for a rest or pause and the Sosta Jacket allows you to do 
just that. Its relaxed fit, soft Merino wool interior and zippered front pockets 
make it perfect for casual outings but there is no shortage of function to 
complement this high style. If you get caught in bad weather or decide to 
take your activities to an extreme level, the performance features of the 
Sosta Jacket come to the forefront.

The shell of the Sosta Jacket is a triple layer polyester/spandex face with a 
windproof, water resistant membrane bonded together with a Merino wool 
lining. The inside front panels of the jacket have an additional mesh lining 
to allow air to circulate. Merino wool blended cuffs and interior collar keep 
wind and cold at bay.

Cycling specific features include a concealed rear zipper that opens to 
reveal a large 3-compartment cargo pocket. A reflective Giordana logo 
strategically placed above the rear pocket remains subtle in natural light 
yet becomea highly visible when illuminated.

Who's it for?
For the active cyclist that wants a fashionable winter and foul weather 
jacket that works on the bike and is perfect for stops along the way. 

DWR Treatment
The entire jacket receives a DWR treatment which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
they can roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
The Sosta Jacket utilizes a triple layer fabric with a 100% breathable, 
windproof and waterproof membrane sandwiched between the DWR treated 
face fabric and an ultra-light shear lining. The result is an impermeable 
barrier against the elements. 

The membrane’s breathability allows moisture vapor to escape facilitating 
Core Temperature management by preventing overheating.  The Sosta Jacket 
has great elasticity to ensure a perfect, non-constricting performance fit. 

Visibility
A reflective Giordana logo strategically placed above the rear pocket remains 
subtle in natural light yet becomes highly visible when illuminated providing 
reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric. 

Additional reflective piping on the forearms and on both sides of the rear 
cargo pocket offers high visibility in low light and inclement weather.

SOSTA Winter Jacket
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GICW16-JCKT-SOST-GREN

GICW16-JCKT-SOST-AQUA

GICW16-JCKT-SOST-BLCK

ALL-NEW! SOSTA
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-SOST-GREY
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Ride In Style

Sosta is Italian for a rest or pause and the Women's Sosta Jacket allows 
you to do just that. Its relaxed fit, soft Merino wool interior and zippered 
front pockets make it perfect for casual outings but there is no shortage of 
function to complement this high style. If you get caught in bad weather or 
decide to take your activities to an extreme level, the performance features 
of the Sosta come to the forefront.

The shell of the Sosta Jacket is a triple layer polyester/spandex face with a 
windproof, water resistant membrane bonded together with a Merino wool 
lining. The inside front panels of the jacket have an additional mesh lining 
to allow air to circulate. Merino wool blended cuffs and interior collar keep 
wind and cold at bay.

Cycling specific features include two concealed rear zipper pockets that 
open to reveal a large cargo pocket. Reflective Giordana logo on the 
shoulders remains subtle and becomes highly visible when illuminated.

Who's it for?
For the active cyclist that wants a fashionable winter and foul weather 
jacket that works on the bike and is perfect for stops along the way.

DWR Treatment
The entire jacket receives a DWR treatment which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
they can roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
The Sosta Jacket utilizes a triple layer fabric with a 100% breathable 
windproof and waterproof membrane sandwiched between the DWR 
treated face fabric and an ultra-light shear lining. The result is an 
impermeable barrier against the elements. 

The membrane’s breathability allows moisture vapor to escape, facilitating 
Core Temperature management by preventing overheating. The Sosta Jacket 
has great elasticity to ensure a perfect, non-constricting performance fit. 

Visibility
Reflective Giordana logo strategically placed at the upper back remains 
subtle in natural light yet becomes highly visible when illuminated providing 
reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric.

Women's SOSTA
Winter Jacket
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GICW16-JCKT-SOST-GREY

GICW16-JCKT-SOST-BLCK

GICW16-JCKT-SOST-PINK

ALL-NEW! SOSTA
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-SOST-BURG
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ALL-NEW! SOSTA
WINTER VEST

GICW16-VEST-SOST-AQUA

Ride In Style

The Sosta Vest picks up the features of the Sosta jacket. The vest is a triple 
layer polyester/spandex face with a windproof, water resistant membrane 
bonded together with a Merino wool lining. The front of the vest has an 
additional mesh lining to allow air to circulate. A Merino wool blended 
interior collar keeps wind and cold at bay.

Cycling specific features include two vertical rear zippers that double as 
access points for the rear pockets of a jersey worn beneath and can be used 
as vents to regulate temperature and airflow through the vest.

A reflective Giordana logo strategically placed on the rear pocket remains 
subtle in natural light yet becomes highly visible when illuminated

Who's it for?
For the active cyclist that wants a fashionable winter and foul weather 
jacket that works on the bike and is perfect for stops along the way.

DWR Treatment
The entire vest receives a DWR treatment which adds an extra layer of water 
resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface tension 
suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where they can 
roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
The Sosta Vest utilizes a triple layer fabric with a 100% breathable, windproof 
and waterproof membrane sandwiched between the DWR treated face 
fabric and an ultra-light shear lining. The result is an impermeable barrier 
against the elements. The membrane’s breathability allows moisture 
vapor to escape facilitating Core Temperature management by preventing 
overheating. The Sosta Vest has great elasticity to ensure a perfect, non-
constricting performance fit. 

Visibility
Reflective Giordana logo strategically placed on the rear pocket remains 
subtle in natural light yet becomes highly visible when illuminated providing 
reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric.
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Men's SOSTA
Winter Vest



ALL-NEW! SOSTA
WINTER JACKET

GICW16-VEST-SOST-BLCK
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Ride In Style

The Sosta Long Sleeve Wool Jersey is a modern take on the classic jerseys 
from the golden age of cycling. Wool jerseys ruled the day for racers and 
tourists alike for the greater part of the twentieth century. The new Sosta 
Long Sleeve Jersey brings that look back with a contemporary twist.

A new fabric, Koln, uses a blend of Merino wool and nylon in a lightweight 
knit. The wool content provides warmth without overheating. It draws 
moisture away from the skin keeping the wearer comfortable in warm or 
cold conditions. The nylon makes care easier and allows for a modern day 
fit. Koln blended with Merino wool is naturally odor resistant, wicks moisture 
and provides UV protection.

A form fitting jersey, the Sosta has a full front zipper and high sculpted 
collar. A pocket for valuables has Camlock™ zipper closure that incorporates 
into the rear cargo pocket.

Who's it for?
For the active cyclist that wants a fashionable winter and foul weather 
jacket that works on the bike and is perfect for stops along the way.

Visibility
Reflective Giordana logo strategically placed above the rear pocket remains 
subtle in natural light yet becomes highly visible when illuminated providing 
reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric. 
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SOSTA Long Sleeve Jersey



ALL-NEW! SOSTA
LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

GICW16-LSWO-SOST-ORAN

GICW16-LSWO-SOST-GREY
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Ride In Style

The Sosta Long Sleeve Wool Jersey is a modern take on the classic jerseys 
from the golden age of cycling. Wool jerseys ruled the day for racers and 
tourists alike for the greater part of the twentieth century. The new Sosta 
Long Sleeve Jersey brings that look back with a contemporary twist.

A new fabric, Koln, uses a blend of Merino wool and nylon in a lightweight 
knit. The wool content provides warmth without overheating. It draws 
moisture away from the skin keeping the wearer comfortable in warm or 
cold conditions. The nylon makes care easier and allows for a modern day 
fit. The Koln blended with Merino Wool is naturally odor resistant, wicks 
moisture and provides UV protection.

A form fitting jersey with a full front zipper and high sculpted collar with 
invisible zippers concealed in the front side seams revealing two hand pockets. 
On the back, an invisible zipper in the right side seam hides a rear pocket. 

Who's it for?
For the active cyclist that wants a fashionable winter and foul weather 
jacket that works on the bike and is perfect for stops along the way.

Visibility
Reflective Giordana logo strategically placed above the rear pocket remains 
subtle in natural light yet becomes highly visible when illuminated providing 
reflectivity without sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric. 
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Women's SOSTA
Long Sleeve Jersey



ALL-NEW! SOSTA
LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

GICW16-WLSW-SOST-GREY
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Ride In Style

The new Sosta Bib Tight features Mititech® Super Roubaix® with DWR water 
repellant treatment. A unique paneling pattern supports the muscles and 
conforms to the body in the riding position providing an aerodynamic, 
body-hugging fit. Soft elastic straps and a polyester micromesh back form 
the upper that gently holds everything together.

Camlock™ zippers at the ankles with reflective over-flap combine with 
gripper elastic at the cuffs providing a snug fit to keep the cold out. 
Additional reflective appliqués on the calves increase visibility.

Who's it for?
For the active cyclist that wants a fashionable winter and foul weather bib 
tight that works on the bike and is perfect for stops along the way.

DWR Treatment
The Sosta Bib Tight receives a DWR treatment which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
they can roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Visibility
Reflective accents at the ankle and calf provide reflectivity without 
sacrificing the breathable qualities of the fabric.

Cirro S Chamois
Specifically designed for Giordana's new top-of-the-line bibs and shorts, 
the Aloe Vera infused Cirro S is the ultimate in comfort. Once on, bibs and 
shorts stay in place and require no adjustment while in the saddle. The Cirro 
S features the Copa Mondiale, a recessed area located at the top of the 
chamois, allowing the user to be supported by a soft layer of microfiber. 

- DWR treatment
- Reflectivity on lower legs, provides visibility and protection
- Zippered cuffs with reflective cover flaps
- Aloe Vera treated Cirro S chamois
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Men's SOSTA
Bib Tight



ALL-NEW! SOSTA
BIB TIGHT

GICW16-BITI-SOST-BLCK
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Ride In Style

The new Sosta Women’s Bib Tight and Sport Tight features Mititech® Super 
Roubaix® with DWR water repellant treatment. Unique paneling pattern 
supports the muscles and conforms to the body in the riding position 
providing an aerodynamic, body-hugging fit.

The bib version has soft elastic straps and polyester micromesh back form 
the upper that gently holds everything together while the Sport Tight 
has the unique yoga waist band that can be folded down depending on 
personal preference.

Both tights have Camlock™ zippers at the ankles with gripper elastic at the 
cuffs to provide a snug fit to keep the cold out.

A large Pixel® reflectivity area just above the hips offers plenty of visibility 
and highlights the Giordana logo.

Who's it for?
For the active cyclist that wants a fashionable winter and foul weather 
jacket that works on the bike and is perfect for stops along the way.

DWR Treatment
The Sosta Bib Tight receives a DWR treatment which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
they can roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Visibility
A large reflectivity area just above the hips offers plenty of visibility and 
highlights the Giordana logo providing reflectivity without sacrificing the 
breathable qualities of the fabric.

Cirro S-W Chamois
The Aloe Vera infused Cirro S-W is the ultimate in comfort. Once on, bibs 
and shorts stay in place and require no adjustment while in the saddle.

- DWR treatment
- Pixel® reflectivity at the back provides visibility in low light 
- Zippered ankle openings with gripper cuffs
- Aloe Vera infused Cirro S-W Chamois
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Women's SOSTA
Bib and Sport Tight



ALL-NEW! SOSTA
BIB TIGHT

GICW16-WBIT-SOST-BLCK

ALL-NEW! SOSTA
SPORT TIGHT

GICW16-WSPT-SOST-BLCK
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ALL-NEW! 
FUSION JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-FUSI-FLYL

Every Day Essentials

The Fusion Jacket uses a triple layer, DWR treated, polyester/spandex 
fabric with a windproof, water resistant membrane sandwiched between 
the shell and a light fleece interior. It protects against wind and moisture 
while retaining heat without sacrificing breathability. The soft comfortable 
pile lining also aids in the retention of body heat.

Tailored to have a more relaxed overall fit in comparison to the A+V jackets, 
the Fusion jacket conforms to the body in motion due to its high elasticity. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who prefers a less form fitting cut that also allows space for 
multiple layers on the coldest of winter days. Everyone, from athletes just 
entering the sport to the most hardened master cyclists, will find lots of 
uses for this versatile and comfortable jacket.

DWR Treatment
The Fusion Jacket receives a DWR treatment, which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
they can roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

- Tall ergo collar forms to protect neck
- 3 cargo pockets with fourth zippered secure pocket 
- Soft fabric cuff with elasticity
- Reflective accents for visibility at the rear pocket
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FUSION
Winter Jacket



GICW16-JCKT-FUSI-REDD

GICW16-JCKT-FUSI-BLUE

ALL-NEW! 
FUSION JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-FUSI-BLCK
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ALL-NEW! 
FUSION JACKET

GICW16-WJCK-FUSI-PINK

Every Day Essentials

The Fusion Jacket uses a triple layer, DWR treated, polyester/spandex 
fabric with a windproof, water resistant membrane sandwiched between 
the shell and a light fleece interior. It protects against wind and moisture 
while retaining heat without sacrificing breathability. The soft comfortable 
pile lining also aids in the retention of body heat.

Tailored to have a more relaxed overall fit in comparison to the A+V jackets 
the Fusion jacket conforms to the body in motion due to its high elasticity. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who prefers a less form fitting cut that also allows space for 
multiple layers on the coldest of winter days. Everyone, from athletes just 
entering the sport to the most hardened master cyclists, will find lots of 
uses for this versatile and comfortable jacket.

DWR Treatment
The Fusion Jacket receives a DWR treatment, which adds an extra layer of 
water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where 
they can roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

- Tall ergo collar forms to protect neck
- 3 cargo pockets with fourth zippered secure pocket
- Soft fabric cuff with elasticity
- Reflective accents for visibility at the rear pocket
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FUSION
Winter Jacket



GICW16-WJCK-FUSI-BLCK

ALL-NEW! 
FUSION JACKET

GICW16-WJCK-FUSI-TEAL
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ALL-NEW! FUSION 
WINDFRONT JACKET 

GICW16-LWJK-FUSI-BLUE

Every Day Essentials

The Fusion WindFront Jacket starts out like the full windproof Fusion jacket. It uses 
the same triple layer, DWR treated, polyester/spandex fabric with a windproof, 
water resistant membrane sandwiched between the shell and a light fleece interior. 

Where the Fusion Lightweight WindFront Jacket differs is on the back. Here, the 
windproof material is replaced with Roubaix to make it work in slightly warmer 
temperatures or when you are working a little harder.  It still protects against wind 
and moisture but is even more breathable due to the fabric change. The soft 
comfortable pile lining also aids in the retention of body heat.

Tailored to have a more relaxed overall fit in comparison to the A+V jackets the 
Fusion WindFront Jacket conforms to the body in motion due to its high elasticity. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who prefers a less form fitting cut that also allows space for multiple 
layers on the coldest of winter days. Everyone, from athletes just entering the sport 
to the most hardened master cyclists, will find lots of uses for this versatile and 
comfortable jacket.

DWR Treatment
The Fusion WindFront Jacket receives a DWR treatment, which adds an extra 
layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional surface 
tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment where they can 
roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Visibility
Reflective accents for visibility at the rear pocket and front chest.

- Tall ergo collar forms to protect neck
- 3 cargo pockets with fourth zippered secure pocket
- Soft fabric cuff with elasticity
- Reflective accents for visibility at the rear pocket and front chest
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FUSION Lightweight
WindFront Jacket



GICW16-LWJK-FUSI-REDD

GICW16-LWJK-FUSI-BLCK

ALL-NEW! FUSION 
WINDFRONT JACKET 

GICW16-LWJK-FUSI-FLYL
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ALL-NEW! FUSION 
LONG SLEEVE JERSEY 

GICW16-LSJY-FUSI-REDD

51

Every Day Essentials

Mid-weight and ergonomically cut, the Fusion Long Sleeve Jersey is tailored to have 
a more relaxed fit. Made from a microfiber polyester/spandex fabric, the Fusion 
Jersey has a brushed low loft interior, is breathable and has ample stretch to ensure 
the perfect fit. Pixel® reflective piping at the rear pockets adds visibility. The three 
rear pockets are augmented with a fourth, secure zippered pocket.

Tailored to have a more relaxed overall fit in comparison to the A+V Collection, the 
Fusion jersey conforms to the body in motion due to its high elasticity. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who prefers a less form fitting cut that also allows space for multiple 
layers on the coldest of winter days. Everyone, from athletes just entering the sport 
to the most hardened master cyclists, will find lots of uses for this versatile and 
comfortable jersey.

- Tall ergo collar forms to protect neck
- Soft fabric cuff with elasticity
- 3 cargo pockets with fourth zippered secure pocket
- Pixel ® reflective piping at the pocket adds visibility

FUSION
Long Sleeve Jersey



GICW16-LSJY-FUSI-BLUE

GICW16-LSJY-FUSI-FLYL

ALL-NEW! FUSION 
LONG SLEEVE JERSEY 

GICW16-LSJY-FUSI-BLCK

525252
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ALL-NEW! 
FUSION LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

GICW16-WLSJ-FUSI-TEAL

53

Every Day Essentials

Mid-weight and ergonomically cut, the Fusion Long Sleeve Jersey is tailored to 
have a more relaxed overall fit. Made from a microfiber polyester/spandex fabric, the 
Fusion has a brushed low loft interior, is breathable and has ample stretch to ensure 
the perfect fit. Pixel® reflective piping adds visibility at the rear pockets. The three 
rear pockets are augmented with a fourth, secure zippered pocket.

Tailored to have a more relaxed overall fit in comparison to the A+V Collection, the 
Fusion Jersey conforms to the body in motion due to its high elasticity. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who prefers a less form fitting cut that also allows space for multiple 
layers on the coldest of winter days. Everyone, from athletes just entering the sport 
to the most hardened master cyclists, will find lots of uses for this versatile and 
comfortable jersey.

- Tall ergo collar forms to protect neck
- 3 cargo pockets with fourth zippered secure pocket
- Soft fabric cuff with elasticity
- Pixel® reflective piping adds visibility at the rear pockets

FUSION
Long Sleeve Jersey



GICW16-WLSJ-FUSI-BLCK

ALL-NEW! 
FUSION LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

GICW16-WLSJ-FUSI-PINK

545454
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ALL-NEW! 
FUSION BIB TIGHT

GICW16-BITI-FUSI-BKYL

55

Every Day Essentials

This new and improved version of the popular Fusion Bib Tight features 
Mititech® Thermoroubaix®, a new brushed loft material that aids in heat 
retention. A unique paneling pattern supports the muscles and conforms 
to the body in the riding position providing an aerodynamic, body-
hugging fit. Soft elastic straps and micromesh back form the upper that 
gently holds everything together. Reflective piping around the calves 
aids visibility. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who prefers a less form fitting cut that also allows space for 
multiple layers on the coldest of winter days. Everyone, from athletes just 
entering the sport to the most hardened master cyclists, will find lots of 
uses for this versatile and comfortable bib tight.

Cirro Chamois
The chamois is the OmniForm™ Aloe Vera infused Cirro designed with 
thickness that varies to uniquely support each area of the body that touches 
the saddle and is 14mm at its maximum. The uppermost layer utilizes an all-
way stretch microfiber that incorporates Aloe Vera.

- Pixel® reflective accents at the calves for visibility
- Aloe Vera infused Cirro Chamois

FUSION
Bib Tight



ALL-NEW! 
FUSION BIB TIGHT

GICW16-BITI-FUSI-BKRD

GICW16-BITI-FUSI-BKBK

GICW16-BITI-FUSI-BKBL

565656
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ALL-NEW! 
FUSION BIB TIGHT

GICW16-WSPT-FUSI-BKPK

57

Every Day Essentials

These new and improved versions of the popular Fusion Women’s Bib, Sport  
Tights and Knickers feature Mititech® Thermoroubaix®, a new brushed loft 
material that aids in heat retention. The unique paneling pattern supports 
the muscles and conforms to the body in the riding position providing an 
aerodynamic, body-hugging fit.

The bibs have soft elastic straps and micromesh back on the upper that 
gently holds everything together. The Sport version has light elastic at the 
waist. Reflective piping around the calves aids visibility. The chamois is the 
OmniForm™ Aloe Vera infused Cirro S-W designed to provide maximum 
comfort. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who prefers a less form fitting cut that also allows space for 
multiple layers on the coldest of winter days. Everyone, from athletes just 
entering the sport to the most hardened master cyclists, will find lots of 
uses for this versatile and comfortable bib tight.

Cirro Chamois
The chamois is the OmniForm™ Aloe Vera infused Cirro S-W designed to 
provide maximum comfort for women riders with thickness that varies 
to uniquely support each area of the body that touches the saddle and 
is 14mm at its maximum. The uppermost layer utilizes an all-way stretch 
microfiber that incorporates Aloe Vera.

- Pixel® reflective accents for visibility at the calves
-  Aloe Vera treated Cirro S-W Chamois

FUSION
Bib and Sport Tight



ALL-NEW! 
FUSION TIGHT

GICW16-WBIT-FUSI-BKPK

ALL-NEW! 
FUSION BIB KNICKER

GICW16-WBIK-FUSI-BKPK

ALL-NEW! 
FUSION KNICKER

GICW16-WSPK-FUSI-BKPK

585858

FUSION
Bib and 

Sport Knicker
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ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘RAGGI’ WINTER JACKET

Black/Red - GICW16-JCKT-RAGG-BKRD

59

High Performance Style

If there is one piece of clothing that gets you through everything winter 
throws your way, the FR-C Jacket is it. Every fabric, treatment and panel 
is designed to keep you comfortable no matter what the elements have in 
store. The FR-C Jacket has eVent® DVstretch™ windproof and water resistant 
membrane throughout. Featuring eVent’s Direct Venting™ technology, 
engineered to keep you in the ‘dry zone’ – a steady state of core temperature 
and humidity that controls the wild swings your body goes through to stay in 
balance during physical exertion. It is truly an everyday, any condition winter 
jacket.

Like the entire FR-C range, the jacket comfortably conforms to the rider’s 
body and is ideally suited for the rider that wants a jacket with a low external 
profile that provides maximum warmth as well as ventilation.

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles through the winter months putting in base miles with 
intense interval efforts and demands an aerodynamic lightweight aggressive fit.

DWR Treatment
The entire outer surface of the jacket receives a DWR treatment which adds an 
extra layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional 
surface tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment 
where they can roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
Direct Venting™, eVent® DVstretch™ is a triple layer fabric with a 100% breathable 
and waterproof membrane sandwiched between the DWR treated face fabric 
and a micro-fleece lining. The result is an impermeable barrier against the 
elements. The membrane’s Direct Venting™ technology allows moisture vapor 
to escape instantly, facilitating CT management by preventing overheating and/
or moisture build up.

Heat Retention
The inner layer throughout the entire jacket is a low loft micro-fleece. This 
allows the jacket to trap the rider’s own body heat creating an insulating air 
pocket to help maintain optimal core temperature. 

-  Direct Venting™, eVent® DVstretch™  with DWR treatment
-  Super Roubaix-Carbon™ side panels, under arms, cuffs, and inside collar
-  Aerofix: Zipper guard
-  Ergonomically shaped tall collar seals out elements
-  Reversed full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets and a fourth zippered pocket provide ample storage space
-  Three high visibility reflective strips flank the rear pocket
-  Light elastic at the waist
-  Silicone gripper elastic in rear waistband holds the jacket in place

FR-C
Winter Jacket



 ‘Sette’ - Black/Fluo/Blue - GICW16-JCKT-SETT-BKYL

ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘RAGGI’ WINTER JACKET

Black/Yellow/Grey - GICW16-JCKT-RAGG-BKYL

ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘SETTE’ WINTER JACKET

 Black/Grey/Red- GICW16-JCKT-SETT-BKRD

 ‘Sette’ - Black/Blue/Orange - GICW16-JCKT-SETT-BKOR

606060
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ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘SETTE’ LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

Black/Blue/Orange - GICW16-LSJY-SETT-BKOR

61

High Performance Style

The FR-C Long Sleeve Jersey works all winter long. It provides better warmth, 
ventilation, and versatility than many winter jackets. The jersey utilizes 
Dolomiti, a microfiber polyester/spandex performance fabric that regulates 
temperature and moisture. It uses the body's own heat to retain warmth while 
simultaneously wicking moisture away to keep you dry. Being a member 
of the FR-C collection means this jersey has a body hugging aerodynamic 
fit that is ideally suited for cyclists who want to optimize their energy and 
comfort the whole year round.

Like the entire FR-C range, the jersey comfortably conforms to the rider’s 
body and is ideally suited for the rider that wants a jersey with a low external 
profile that provides maximum warmth as well as ventilation. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles through the winter months putting in base miles with 
intense interval efforts and demands an aerodynamic lightweight aggressive fit.

-  Aerofix Zipper guard
-  Ergonomically shaped tall collar seals out elements
-  Reversed full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets and a fourth zippered pocket provide ample storage space
- Two high visibility reflective strips flank the rear pocket
-  Light elastic at the waist
-  Silicone gripper elastic in rear waistband holds the jacket in place

FR-C
Long Sleeve Jersey



 ‘Sette’ - Black/Grey/Red - GICW16-LSJY-SETT-BKRD

ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘RAGGI’ LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

Black/Red - GICW16-LSJY-RAGG-BKRD Black/Yellow/Grey - GICW16-LSJY-RAGG-BKYL

 ‘Sette’ - Black/Fluo/Blue - GICW16-LSJY-SETT-BKYL

626262
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ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘RAGGI’ WINTER JACKET

Black/Pink - GICW16-WJCK-RAGG-BKPK

63

High Performance Style

If there is one piece of clothing that gets you through everything winter 
throws your way, the FR-C Jacket is it. Every fabric, treatment and panel is 
designed to keep you comfortable no matter what the elements have in store. 
It has the eVent® DVstretch™ wind and water resistant membrane throughout. 
Featuring eVent’s Direct Venting™ technology, engineered to keep you in the 
‘dry zone’ – a steady state of core temperature and humidity that controls 
the wild swings your body goes through to stay in balance during physical 
exertion. It is truly is an everyday, any condition winter jacket.

Like the entire FR-C range, the jacket comfortably conforms to the rider’s 
body. The FR-C Women’s Winter Jacket is ideally suited for the rider that 
wants a jacket with a low external profile that provides maximum warmth as 
well as ventilation. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles through the winter months putting in base miles with 
intense interval efforts, and demands an aerodynamic lightweight aggressive fit.

DWR Treatment
The entire outer surface of the jacket receives a DWR treatment, which adds an 
extra layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional 
surface tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment 
where they can roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
Direct Venting™, eVent® DVstretch™ is a triple layer fabric with a 100% 
breathable and waterproof membrane sandwiched between the DWR 
treated face fabric and a micro-fleece lining. The result is an impermeable 
barrier against the elements. The membrane’s Direct Venting™ technology 
allows moisture vapor to escape instantly, facilitating CT management by 
preventing overheating and/or moisture build up. 

Heat Retention
The inner layer throughout the entire jacket is a low loft micro-fleece. This 
allows the jacket to trap the rider’s own body heat creating an insulating air 
pocket to help maintain optimal core temperature.

-  Direct Venting™, eVent® DVstretch™  with DWR treatment
-  Super Roubaix-Carbon™ side panels, under arms, cuffs, and inside collar
-  Aerofix: Zipper guard
-  Ergonomically shaped tall collar seals out elements
-  Reversed full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets and a fourth zippered pocket provide ample storage space
- Three high visibility reflective strips flank the rear pocket
-  Light elastic at the waist
-  Silicone gripper elastic in rear waistband holds the jacket in place

FR-C
Winter Jacket



ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘RAGGI’ LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

Black/Pink - GICW16-WLSJ-RAGG-BKPK

646464

High Performance Style

The FR-C Long Sleeve Jersey works all winter long. It provides better warmth, 
ventilation, and versatility than many winter jackets. The jersey utilizes 
Dolomiti, a micro-fiber polyester/spandex performance fabric that regulates 
temperature and moisture. It uses the body's own heat to retain warmth while 
simultaneously wicking moisture away to keep you dry. Being a member 
of the FR-C collection means this jersey has a body hugging aerodynamic 
fit that is ideally suited for cyclists who want to optimize their energy and 
comfort the whole year round

Like the entire FR-C range, the jersey comfortably conforms to the rider’s 
body and is ideally suited for the rider that wants a jersey with a low external 
profile that provides maximum warmth as well as ventilation. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles through the winter months putting in base miles with 
intense interval efforts, and demands an aerodynamic lightweight aggressive fit.

-  Aerofix: Zipper guard
-  Ergonomically shaped tall collar seals out elements
-  Reversed full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets and a fourth zippered pocket provide ample storage space
- Two high visibility reflective strips flank the rear pocket
-  Light elastic at the waist
-  Silicone gripper elastic in rear waistband holds the jacket in place

FR-C
Long Sleeve Jersey
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ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘SETTE’ BIB TIGHT

 Black/Blue/Orange - GICW16-BITI-SETT-BKOR

‘Sette’ - Black/Fluo/Blue - GICW16-BITI-SETT-BKYL

65

High Performance Style

The FR-C Bib Tights utilize both Super Roubaix™ and Super Roubaix Carbon™ 
materials in specifically designated areas of the tights to create the ultimate 
form-fitting compression bib tights. These fabrics also help retain body 
heat, keeping warmth in while pushing moisture out, keeping you dry and 
comfortable on the coldest of days.

The ergonomic construction of the uppers guarantees a comfortable fit 
regardless of garment layering or hours in the saddle. Being the namesake 
tight of the FormaRed-Carbon collection also means the lowest aerodynamic 
profile possible and the maximum level of thermo-regulation for cool and 
cold temperatures.

Reflective zipper covers at the ankles and Giordana logo provide added visibility.

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles through the winter months putting in base miles with 
intense interval efforts, and demands an aerodynamic lightweight aggressive fit.

Cirro Chamois
The chamois is the OmniForm™ Aloe Vera infused Cirro designed with 
thickness that varies to uniquely support each area of the body that touches 
the saddle and is 14mm at its maximum. The uppermost layer utilizes an all-
way stretch microfiber that incorporates Aloe Vera.

- Zippered cuffs with reflective cover flaps
- High visibility reflective Giordana logo on the rear 
- Aloe Vera infused Cirro Chamois for men and Cirro S-W Chamois for women 

FR-C
Bib Tights



ALL-NEW! 
FR-C ‘RAGGI’ BIB TIGHT

Black/Yellow/Grey - GICW16-BITI-RAGG-BKYL Black/Red - GICW16-BITI-RAGG-BKRD

ALL-NEW! 
WOMEN’S FR-C ‘RAGGI’ BIB TIGHT

Black/Pink - GICW16-WBIT-RAGG-BKPK

666666
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ALL-NEW! 
VERO ‘FASCE’ WINTER JACKET

Black/Blue/Grey - GICW16-JCKT-FASC-BKBL

67

Stand Out from the Crowd

The Vero Jacket is fully windproof and water-resistant. It has the eVent® 
DVwind™ membrane throughout. It features eVent’s Direct Venting™ 
technology, engineered to keep you in the ‘dry zone’ – a steady state core 
temperature and humidity. By avoiding the temperature swings your body 
can go through while attempting to stay in balance during physical exertion, 
performance can be significantly increased.

The Vero Jacket is an everyday, any condition winter garment. It affords a 
slightly roomier fit than the FR-C and Aqua+Vento jackets. In addition, it 
provides a little more warmth at lower exertion levels. The Vero Winter Jacket 
is ideally suited for the rider that wants a jacket that provides maximum 
warmth as well as ventilation. 

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles through the winter months putting in base miles 
with limited intense interval efforts with a slighly roomier fit ideal for layering.

DWR Treatment
The entire outer surface of the jacket receives a DWR treatment, which adds an 
extra layer of water resistance to the garment. The treatment creates additional 
surface tension, suspending water beads to the outer fringe of the garment 
where they roll off before having the opportunity to penetrate the fabric.

Breathable Membrane
Direct Venting™, eVent® DVwind™ is a triple layer fabric with a 100% windproof, 
water resistant, breathable membrane sandwiched between the DWR 
treated face fabric and a micro-fleece lining. The result is an impermeable 
barrier against the elements. The membrane’s Direct Venting™ technology 
allows moisture vapor to escape instantly, facilitating Core Temperature 
management by preventing overheating and moisture build up. 

Heat Retention
The inner layer throughout the entire jacket is a low loft micro-fleece. This 
allows the jacket to trap the rider’s own body heat creating an insulating air 
pocket to help maintain optimal core temperature.

-  Direct Venting™, eVent® DVwind™  with DWR treatment
-  Super Roubaix-Carbon™ side panels, under arms, cuffs, and inside collar
-  Aerofix: Zipper guard
-  Ergonomically shaped tall collar seals out elements
-  Reversed, full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets provide ample storage space
-  Two high visibility reflective strips flank the rear pocket
-  Light gripper elastic at the waist holds the jacket in place

VERO
Winter Jacket



 ‘Fasce’ - Black/Red/Grey - GICW16-JCKT-FASC-BKRD

ALL-NEW! 
VERO ‘GRADIENT’ WINTER JACKET

 Black/Grey - GICW16-JCKT-GRAD-BKGY

 ‘Fasce’ - Black/Fluo - GICW16-JCKT-FASC-BKYL

ALL-NEW! 
WOMEN”S VERO ‘FASCE WINTER JACKET

Black/Purple - GICW16-WJCK-FASC-BKPU

686868
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ALL-NEW! 
WOMEN’S VERO ‘FASCE’ LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

Black/Purple - GICW16-WLSJ-FASC-BKPU

69

Stand Out from the Crowd

The Vero Long Sleeve Jersey may be the only winter jersey you need 
especially if you ride where the winter is not very severe. No frills or 
extraneous bells and whistles, this mid-weight Vero Jersey has everything 
you need and nothing you don't.

Made of ERG200, this new moisture moving winter microfiber material has a 
soft brushed inner surface that retains heat for warmth but also breathes well 
enough to avoid the feeling of being too warm. The Vero Long Sleeve Jersey 
has a full length CamLock™ zipper that allows for easy one-handed operation, 
making on the fly adjustments fast and efficient. Three rear cargo pockets 
supply plenty of room for all the necessities.  

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles through the winter months putting in base miles 
with limited intense interval efforts with a slighly roomier fit ideal for layering.

-  Ergonomically shaped collar seals out elements
-  Full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets
-  Light elastic at the waist
-  Silicone gripper elastic in rear waistband holds the jacket in place

VERO
Long Sleeve Jersey



 ‘Fasce’ - Black/Fluo - GICW16-LSJY-FASC-BKYL

ALL-NEW! 
VERO ‘GRADIENT’ LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

 Black/Grey - GICW16-LSJY-GRAD-BKGY

 ‘Fasce’ - Black/Red/Grey - GICW16-LSJY-FASC-BKRD

ALL-NEW! 
VERO ‘FASCE LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

Black/Blue/Grey - GICW16-LSJY-FASC-BKBL

707070
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VERO ‘BROOKLYN’ LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

 Red/White/Blue - GI-W5-LSJY-TEAM-BROK

 Black/White - GI-W5-LSJY-TEAM-BRBK

71



 
VERO ‘GRADIENT’ BIB TIGHT

 Black/Grey - GICW16-BITI-GRAD-BKGY

 
VERO ‘FASCE’ BIB TIGHT

 Black/Fluo - GICW16-BITI-FASC-YLBK

 
WOMEN’S VERO ‘FASCE’ BIB TIGHT

Black/Purple - GICW16-WBIT-FASC-BKPU

 Black/Blue/Grey - GICW16-BITI-FASC-BKBL

727272

Stand Out from the Crowd

The Giordana Vero Bib Tights are a purpose built, no frill bib tight that will keep 
you comfortable and riding throughout the winter months. When it comes to 
keeping you warm, Roubaix™ is the go to fabric. Employed throughout the 
Fusion Bib Tight, Roubaix is lightweight, soft, breathable and wicks moisture 
away from the body to help regulate temperature. The chamois is the 
OmniForm™ Aloe Vera infused Cirro™.

Reflective zipper covers at the ankles and calf accents provide added visibility. 
The Vero Bib Tights are ideal for winter riders who appreciate performance 
through time-tested designs.

Who's it for?
For the rider who cycles through the winter months putting in base miles with 
limited intense interval efforts with a slightly roomier fit ideal for layering.

Cirro and Cirro S-W Chamois
The chamois is the OmniForm™ Aloe Vera infused Cirro for men and Cirro S-W 
for Women designed with thickness that varies to uniquely support each area of 
the body that touches the saddle and is 14mm at its maximum. The uppermost 
layer utilizes an all-way stretch microfiber that incorporates Aloe Vera.

- Zippered cuffs with reflective cover flaps
- Aloe Vera infused Cirro Chamois for men and Cirro S-W Chamois for women

VERO
Bib Tights
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ALL-NEW! 
EC ‘79’ FR-C WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-1979-BKRD

73

Speed and Glory

Endurance Conspiracy is an athlete owned and managed company inspired 
by and built around the outdoors and endurance sports culture. The EC 
philosophy focuses on an era before cycling, running, triathlon, surfing and 
whatever evolved into money grubbing juggernauts. Endurance Conspiracy 
embraces the casual aspect of doing it just for the sake of doing it – climbing 
the hill just because it’s there, riding the wave whether anyone photographs 
the feat or not and pushing ourselves to the limit because we need to know 
what lies beyond.

FR-C Jacket
-  Direct Venting™, eVent® DVstretch™  with DWR treatment
-  Super Roubaix-Carbon™ side panels, under arms, cuffs, and inside collar
-  Aerofix: Zipper guard
-  Ergonomically shaped tall collar seals out elements
-  Reversed full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets and a fourth zippered pocket provide ample storage space
-  Three high visibility reflective strips flank the rear pocket
-  Light elastic at the waist
-  Silicone gripper elastic in rear waistband holds the jacket in place

FR-C Jersey
-  Aerofix Zipper guard
-  Ergonomically shaped tall collar seals out elements
-  Reversed full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets and a fourth zippered pocket provide ample storage space
- Three high visibility reflective strips flank the rear pocket
-  Light elastic at the waist
-  Silicone gripper elastic in rear waistband holds the jacket in place

Vero Jacket
-  Direct Venting™, eVent® DVwind™  with DWR treatment
-  Super Roubaix-Carbon™ side panels, under arms, cuffs, and inside collar
-  Aerofix: Zipper guard
-  Ergonomically shaped tall collar seals out elements
-  Reversed, full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets provide ample storage space
-  Two high visibility reflective strips flank the rear pocket
-  Light gripper elastic at the waist holds the jacket in place

Vero Jersey
-  Ergonomically shaped collar seals out elements
-  Full CamLock™ zipper
-  3 rear cargo pockets
-  Light elastic at the waist
-  Silicone gripper elastic in rear waistband holds the jacket in place

Wool Long Sleeve Jersey
-  Heritage and style combined with a modern spin on wool fabric
-  Polyester/merino wool blend fabric
-  Soft, breathable and temperature regulating
-  Casual, relaxed fit with minimalistic paneling
-  Zippered pullover design
-  Three rear pockets with contrast stitching
-  Light elastic cuffs with colored striping

PARTNERS Collection
Endurance Conspiracy



ALL-NEW! 
EC ‘79’ FR-C LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

GICW16-LSJY-1979-BKRD
ALL-NEW! 

EC ‘VENEZIA’ VERO LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

GICW16-LSJY-VENE-BKOR

747474
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ALL-NEW! 
EC ‘SQUALO’ VERO WINTER JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-SQUA-BKRD

ALL-NEW! 
EC ‘SQUALO’ VERO LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

GICW16-LSJY-SQUA-BKRD

75



ALL-NEW! 
EC ‘CENTRO’ WOOL LONG SLEEVE JERSEY

GICW16-LSWO-CENT-GYRD

767676
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ALL-NEW! 
MONSOON RAIN JACKET

GICW16-JCKT-MONS-FLYL

77

Ride Through Anything

Monsoon Jacket
The Monsoon jacket is the ultimate lightweight rain jacket. It is made with 
eVent DValpine a super lightweight windproof / waterproof membrane 
material.

Taped seams, a high collar, long tail, elastic cuffs and a waterproof zipper 
combine to keep water out. Period. The Monsoon is lightweight and easily 
compactable. Two zippers at the back of the jacket's tail can be unzipped for 
easy access to pocket items. The entire jacket packs into a special pocket on 
the tail and easily fits in a jersey or jacket pocket, ready for the next downpour.

The Monsoon Jacket also features a unique buttoned chest strap that allows 
two sides of the jacket to remain attached even when the full front is unzipped 
for ventilation.

- Reflective accent at lower back
- Fully waterproof
- High, lined collar
- Waterproof zippers
- Built in stow away pocket
- Zippers on the tail for easy pocket access
- Unique buttoned chest strap to keep jacket secure when ventilation is needed

NS-Storm Rain Jacket
The NS-Storm is a completely new waterproof piece. The advanced material 
keeps the NS-Storm light with the addition of completely taped seems. 
Packable into an easily stowed ball via a small pocket in the waistband, the 
NS-Storm is essential when you know the chances of rain are high or if it's 
raining and you’re going out to ride anyway.

This is the pinnacle of a lightweight piece that can also protect against 
rain and dropping temperatures. The additional feature of a protective 
guard that covers the entire length of the zipper for an even tighter defense 
against the elements is a highlight of the NS-Storm Jacket. The Magnetic 
Button Closure System at the top and bottom of the zipper cover also 
adds a level of convenience when riding in inclement and quickly changing 
weather conditions.

- Fully waterproof
- High, lined collar
- Magnetic closure zipper cover
- Built in stow away pocket

PROTECTION
Monsoon and Nano Shell Jackets



GICW16-JCKT-MONS-GREY

ALL-NEW! 
NS-STORM RAIN JACKET

GI-S6-JCKT-STOR-BKFL GI-S6-WJCK-STOR-BKFL
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ALL-NEW! 
WOMEN’S NS-AIR 60 JACKET

GI-S6-WJCK-AR60-FLBK
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Ride Through Anything

NS-Air 60 Wind Jacket
The NS-Air 60 can be used into a lower temperature range than the Air-20 
with its slightly heavier weight. It also easily packs into a small ball that can 
be stored in a built in rear cargo pocket.

The Men and Women’s specific cuts give a slightly more aggressive, 
aerodynamic race fit for windy conditions and fast descents in cooler 
climates. Any cyclist who goes on extended rides should have the Air 60 in 
their apparel arsenal. 

The NS-Air 60 is well suited to those riders in climates that experience all 
the seasons and to those who continue to cycle when the mercury drops.

- High collar
- Built in stow away pocket

NS-Air 20 Wind Jacket
The lightest of our new wind/water resistant jackets, the NS-Air 20 easily packs 
into a small ball that can be stored in a rear cargo pocket. On a temperate or 
cool day where a strong wind or fast descent induces a performance-robbing 
chill, this is the ideal piece.

The material defends against moisture extremely well. While this isn’t a 
“waterproof” piece, due to the lack of taped seems, it is extremely water 
resistant. Due to the super lightweight nature of the jacket this would be the 
piece to have in your back pocket on warmer days too.

If there is any uncertainty in the weather forecast the Air 20 is a perfect safety 
net to get you through the rest of your ride comfortably when the conditions 
become windy or wet.

- High collar
- Built in stow away pocket

PROTECTION
Nano Shell Jackets



ALL-NEW! 
NS-AIR 20 WIND JACKET

GI-S6-JCKT-AR20-WHIT

ALL-NEW! 
NS-AIR 60 JACKET

GI-S6-JCKT-AR60-FLBK

808080
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ALL-NEW! CERAMIC
LONG SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GICW16-LSBL-CERA-GREY
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Every Day Essentials

Giordana Ceramic Base Layers have beneficial effects to circulation and 
overall well being with their unique Ceramic technology that makes them 
true all-season garments that can benefit physical performance year round. 
Available in both men’s and women’s styles and long and short sleeve 
variations.

Made with Resistex® Bioceramic, a nylon/spandex/polyester microfiber 
material bonded to mineral bio-ceramic crystals. The benefits this delivers 
are derived from the Far Infrared Rays (FIR), an invisible segment of 
the light spectrum, that the Bioceramic emits. They reflect the hot rays 
of the sun creating a genuine barrier against heat in high temperatures. 
This unique technology helps lower the surface temperature of the fabric, 
keeping you cool and comfortable. The result is a considerable decrease of 
calorie consumption and therefore of the body's physical energy.

Resistex® Bioceramic also has high heat insulating properties allowing 
body temperature to remain constant even in extremely cold conditions. 
Constructed from four panels to contour to the body, the spandex in the mix 
helps create a form-fitting garment.

BASE LAYERS
Ceramic



ALL-NEW! CERAMIC
SHORT SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GICW16-WSSB-CERA-GREY

ALL-NEW! CERAMIC
SHORT SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GICW16-SSBL-CERA-GREY

ALL-NEW! CERAMIC
LONG SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GICW16-WLSB-CERA-GREY
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ALL-NEW! WOOL BLEND
LONG SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GICW16-LSBL-WOOL-ORAN
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Every Day Essentials

Giordana Wool Base layers are available in both men’s and women’s styles and 
long and short sleeve variations. They are lightweight, wool undergarments 
made to deliver all the benefits of this natural fiber.

The Mimosa™ fabric, a blend of Merino wool, nylon and spandex with Merino 
wool being the biggest component, delivers the unique qualities that no 
other material can duplicate; highly breathable and moisture moving with 
superior insulation properties, even when wet.

Constructed from four panels to contour to the body comfortably under 
jerseys and jackets, the small bit of spandex in the base layer's mix helps 
create a more fitting garment allowing the benefits of the Merino wool to 
be fully realized.

BASE LAYERS
Wool Blend



ALL-NEW! WOOL BLEND
LONG SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GICW16-LSBL-WOOL-GREY

ALL-NEW! WOOL BLEND
SHORT SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GICW16-WSSB-WOOL-ORAN

GICW16-WLSB-WOOL-GREY GICW16-WLSB-WOOL-ORAN

GICW16-SSBL-WOOL-ORAN GICW16-SSBL-WOOL-GREY

GICW16-WSSB-WOOL-GREY

848484
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Every Day Essentials

Carbon/PolyPro Knitted Base Layer
This base layer's heavyweight and wicking properties combine to make 
this the ideal cold weather base layer. You'll be warm and dry thanks to the 
technical knit of this piece that retains body heat and pulls perspiration away 
from the body.

The chest and arm panels are spun on tubular machines meaning they are all 
one piece, eliminating the need for extraneous seams. This provides a body 
hugging fit that will keep materials close to your skin where they can do their 
job. Perfect for the rider who employs layering to obtain optimal temperature 
management on their fall, winter and early spring rides.

WindFront Base Layer
A well-made WindFront base layer can transform any jersey into a shield 
against cold winter winds. The extra layer of insulation will also help keep 
your core body temperature consistently comfortable.

We've added a wind stopping material to the chest of this base layer 
providing an extra level of protection that will keep you riding through fall, 
winter and early spring months. Reach for this base layer when you know 
you'll be facing icy headwinds throughout your ride.

Mid-Weight Knitted Base Layer
The Midweight base layers are perfect for the early fall or late spring. They 
keep your body warm and dry helping to keep your body's temperature in 
the perfect sweet spot. The tubular knit fibers are woven in varying densities 
to provide more or less coverage where you need it most.

Lightweight Knitted Base Layer
The Lightweight base layers' Dryarn™ fabric rapidly moves moisture away 
from the body and takes it to the outside where it instantly evaporates so 
your skin remains dry and comfortable. The tubular knit fibers are woven in 
varying densities to provide more or less coverage where you need it most.

BASE LAYERS
Knitted, Lightweight, WindFront

CARBON/POLYPRO 
KNITTED LONG SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GI-S2-LSJY-HEBL-BLCK



868686
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SPORT DRY-RELEASE BASE LAYERS

Sleeveless - GI-SLVS-BASE-WHIT                         Short Sleeve  - GI-SSJY-BASE-WHIT                        Long Sleeve - GI-LSJY-BASE-WHIT

WINDFRONT 
SHORT SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GI-SSWF-BASE-BLCK

MID-WEIGHT KNITTED 
LONG SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GI-S2-LSJY-MIBL-WHIT

MID-WEIGHT KNITTED 
SHORT SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GI-S2-SSJY-MIBL-WHIT

MID-WEIGHT KNITTED 
SLEEVELESS BASE LAYER

GI-S2-SLVS-MIBL-WHIT

MID-WEIGHT KNITTED 
SLEEVELESS BASE LAYER

GI-S5-WSLV-MIBL-WHIT

LIGHTWEIGHT KNITTED
SHORT SLEEVE BASE LAYER

GI-S2-SSJY-LWBL-WHIT

LIGHTWEIGHT KNITTED
SLEEVELESS BASE LAYER

GI-S2-SLVS-LWBL-WHIT

LIGHTWEIGHT KNITTED
TANK TOP BASE LAYER

GI-S5-WTAN-LWBL-WHIT
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Every Day Essentials

A+V Extreme H2O Winter Glove
The AV Extreme H2O Glove is completely waterproof. This is achieved using 
the OutDry® system, a patented one-piece construction process that creates a 
breathable waterproof barrier. This impenetrable layer is laminated directly to 
the outer fabric leaving no seams, no gaps, and no way for water to penetrate. 

Compare the AV Extreme H2O Glove to traditional waterproof technology 
where water gets in and stays in, collecting in the space between the inner 
and outer layers making them heavy and wet. The OutDry® process eliminates 
this. A highly stretchable material, it also improves fit and dexterity; keeps 
the hands drier and the gloves lighter. Silicone applications on the palm and 
fingers allow for confidence inspiring grip and gear shifting even in wet and 
slick conditions. 

A TechTouch™ pad on the index finger permits easy operation of touch screen 
devices. The outer edge of the thumb is ultra-suede providing a soft surface 
to wipe the face or brow. The Extreme H2O Glove also has an extended 
gauntlet with a Velcro closure to further seal out the elements.

- OutDry® waterproof system
- Silicone finger and palm applications improve grip
- TechTouch pad on index finger
- Extended gauntlet seals out the elements
- Velcro closure

A+V 300 Winter Glove
The AV 300 Glove is the warmest Giordana winter glove. This deep winter glove 
is breathable, windproof and water-resistant. It has foam gel padding in the 
palm for added comfort. Its superior insulation properties will keep your 
hands toasty on even the coldest days.

A TechTouch™ pad on the index finger allows easy operation of touch screen 
devices. The outer edge of the thumb is ultra-suede providing a soft surface 
to wipe the face or brow. The AV300 Glove also has an extended gauntlet 
with a Velcro closure to further seal out the elements.

- Silicone finger and palm applications improve grip
- TechTouch pad on index finger
- Extended gauntlet seals out the elements
- Velcro closure

GLOVES
A+V Extreme, 300 / 200 / 100

EXTREME H2O
WINTER GLOVE

GICW16-WNGL-AVEX-GYBK

A+V 300
WINTER GLOVE

GICW16-WNGL-A300-FLYL
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A+V 200 Winter Glove
The AV 200 Glove is a mid-weight glove for milder climates or those in-
between days of early and late winter. It is breathable, windproof and 
water-resistant and has foam gel padding in the palm for added comfort. Its 
insulation properties will keep your hands warm on cold days and comfortable 
on those swing days when the temperature increases throughout the ride.

A TechTouch™ pad on the index finger allows easy operation of touch screen 
devices. The outer edge of the thumb is ultra-suede providing a soft surface 
to wipe the face or brow.

The AV 200 Glove has an Acqua Zero Eco™ treated gauntlet made of super 
stretchy Blizzard™ fabric that keeps the elements at bay while making the 
gloves easy to slip on and off. 

- Silicone finger and palm applications improve grip
- TechTouch pad on index finger
- Extended gauntlet seals out the elements
- Acqua Zero Eco™ treated gauntlet 

A+V 100 Winter Glove
The AV 100 Glove is lightweight for milder climates or those in-between days 
of late fall and early spring. It is breathable, windproof and water-resistant 
and has foam gel padding in the palm for added comfort. Its light insulation 
will keep your hands comfortable across a wide temperature range.

A TechTouch™ pad on the index finger allows easy operation of touch screen 
devices. The outer edge of the thumb is ultra-suede providing a soft surface 
to wipe the face or brow.

The AV 100 Glove has an Acqua Zero Eco™ treated gauntlet made of super 
stretchy Blizzard™ fabric that keeps the elements at bay while making the 
gloves easy to slip on and off.

- Silicone finger and palm applications improve grip
- TechTouch pad on index finger

A+V 200
WINTER GLOVE

GICW16-WNGL-A200-BLCK

A+V 100
WINTER GLOVE

GICW16-WNGL-A100-FLYL
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Every Day Essentials

A+V NEO Shoe Cover
The warmest of the shoe covers in Giordana's winter offering, the AV NEO is a 
3mm heavy-duty Neoprene shoe cover that will keep your feet warm on rides 
well below zero.

A waterproof zipper at the back has reflective covers to increase visibility and 
seal out cold air and water. There is independent reflective tab below so you can 
pull the cover on without putting stress on the zipper.

The high quality Neoprene material also ensures the rider's feet will remain dry 
regardless how much precipitation is falling or has collected on the roads. The 
AV NEO shoe cover is ideally suited for cyclists who want an uncompromising 
barrier against the elements for their feet.

- Reflective zipper cover
- Rear pull-tab for ease of entry

A+V 300 Shoe Cover
The AV 300 Shoe Cover provides the ultimate cold and wet weather protection. 
This deep winter shoe cover is breathable, windproof and water-resistant. Its 
superior insulation properties will keep your feet toasty on even the coldest days.

The cover is predominantly Pixel 300 BZ, a highly reflective microfiber/spandex 
material that provides maximum visibility. It also incorporates a windproof and 
waterproof membrane to give protection from the elements. The elasticity of the 
materials allows a snug, aerodynamic fit.

The rear zipper is slightly raised to prevent damage while off the bike and is 
covered with reflective flaps. There is an independent tab below so you can 
pull the cover on without putting stress on the zipper. However, there is also a 
Velcro closure tab on the bottom such that the cover can be opened completely, 
allowing you to pull it over your shoe before putting it on then pulling it down 
over the shoe. 

- Reflective zipper cover
- Pixel® reflectivity
- Rear pull-tab for ease of entry
- Velcro closure on sole to facilitate entry and exit

SHOE COVERS
A+V NEO, 300 / 200 / 100

and MONSOON

A+V NEO 
SHOE COVER

GICW16-SHCO-NEOP-BLCK

A+V 300 
SHOE COVER

GICW16-SHCO-A300-BKYL
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A+V 200 Shoe Cover
The AV 200 is a mid-weight shoe cover. It is breathable, windproof and water-
resistant. Its superior insulation properties will keep your feet toasty on all but 
the very coldest days.

The cover is Pixel 300 BZ, a highly reflective micro-fiber/spandex material that 
provides maximum visibility. It also incorporates a windproof and waterproof 
membrane to give protection from the elements. The elasticity of the materials 
allows a snug, aerodynamic fit.

The rear zipper is slightly raised to prevent damage while off the bike and is 
covered with reflective flaps. There is an independent tab below so you can pull 
the cover on without putting stress on the zipper.

- Reflective zipper cover
- Pixel® reflectivity
- Rear pull-tab for ease of entry

A+V 100 Shoe Cover
The AV 100 Shoecover is perfect for those early spring and late fall days when 
it is not too cold or the temperature might vary greatly. Its light insulation 
properties will keep your feet comfortable regardless. And you will definitely 
be seen.

The majority of the cover is neon yellow Pixel 300 BZ, a highly reflective micro-
fiber/spandex material that provides maximum visibility. It also incorporates a 
windproof and waterproof membrane to give protection from the elements. The 
elasticity of the materials allows a snug, aerodynamic fit.

The rear zipper is slightly raised to prevent damage while off the bike and is 
covered with reflective flaps. There is an independent tab below so you can pull 
the cover on without putting stress on the zipper.

- All-over Pixel® reflectivity
- Reflective zipper cover
- Rear pull-tab for ease of entry

Monsoon Shoe Cover
The Monsoon is an ultra-lightweight waterproof shoecover. Its seamless design 
is possible through the use of eVent® Spider, a lightweight breathable material 
that is both waterproof and wind proof. A Velcro closure above the ankle helps 
prevent water from seeping down the leg into the cover.

The rear zipper is slightly raised to prevent damage when off the bike and is 
covered with reflective flaps to increase visibility. There is an independent 
tab below so you can pull the cover on without putting stress on the zipper. 
However, there is also a Velcro closure tab on the bottom such that the cover can 
be opened completely, allowing you to pull it over your shoe before putting it on 
then pulling it down over the shoe. 

- Reflective zipper cover
- Rear pull-tab for ease of entry
- Velcro closure on sole to facilitate entry and exit

A+V 200 
SHOE COVER

GICW16-SHCO-A200-BKOR

A+V 100 
SHOE COVER

GICW16-SHCO-A100-FLYL

MONSOON 
SHOE COVER

GICW16-SHCO-MONS-GREY

LYCRA 
SHOE COVER

GI-LYSC-SOLI-BLCK GI-LYSC-SOLI-WHIT

 
TOESTER

GI-W3-TOESTERS
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Every Day Essentials

ACCESSORIES
Warmers, Socks, Gloves,

and Headgear

HEAVYWEIGHT 
KNITTED KNEE WARMER

GI-W3-KNEW-BCHV-BLCK

HEAVYWEIGHT 
KNITTED ARM WARMER

GI-W3-ARMW-BCHV-BLCK

HEAVYWEIGHT 
KNITTED LEG WARMER

GI-W3-LEGW-BCHV-BLCK
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This colorway 
also available 

with 7” tall cuff 

LIGHTWEIGHT 
KNITTED ARM WARMER

GI-W1-ARMW-BCLW-BLCK

LIGHTWEIGHT 
KNITTED KNEE WARMER

GI-W1-KNEW-BCLW-BLCK

LIGHTWEIGHT 
KNITTED LEG WARMER

GI-W1-LEGW-BCLW-BLCK

SUPER ROUBAIX
ARM WARMER

GI-ARMW-SURO-BLCK

SUPER ROUBAIX
KNEE WARMER

GI-KNEW-SURO-BLCK

SUPER ROUBAIX
LEG WARMER

GI-LEGW-SURO-BLCK

COMPRESSION SOCK
KNEE HEIGHT

GI-S2-SOCO-KNEE-BKGY

COMPRESSION SOCK
CALF HEIGHT

GI-S2-SOCO-CALF-BKGY

COMPRESSION SOCK
CALF COVER

GI-S2-CALF-COVR-BKGY

MERINO WOOL
TALL SOCK - Black/Grey

GI-SOCK-WOOL-BKGY

MERINO WOOL
TALL SOCK - Grey/Black

GI-SOCK-WOOL-GYBK

MERINO WOOL
TALL SOCK - Grey/Pink

GI-SOCK-WOOL-GYPK

MERINO WOOL SOCK
7” CUFF

GI-SOCK-WOL7-BKGY
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SKULL CAP 
ROUBAIX + WINDTEX

GI-SKULLCAP-CO

KNITTED
SKULL CAP

GI-W2-SKULLCAP-KNIT

EARCOVER
ROUBAIX + WINDTEX

GI-EARCOVER

KNITTED 
EARCOVER

GI-W2-EARCOVER-KNIT

HANNIBAL FACE MASK
WINDTEX

GI-HANNIBAL GI-BALACLAVA

BALACLAVA
ROUBAIX

KNITTED 
BALACLAVA

GI-W2-BALACLAVA-KNIT

GAITER

GI-W2-GAITER-KNIT GI-WCAP-SOLI-BLCK

THERMOSQUARE
WINTER CAP

Giordana Gaiter detail



949494
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